God’s Anger
Mount Ararat of Noah’s Ark has an elevation of 3,896 m/12,782 ft.
Earth’s surface area covered by land is 57,491,000 square miles, Earth’s
surface area covered by water 139,397,000 square miles for a total of
196,888,000 square miles. Mechanical plumbing designers usually
calculate for a rain fall of 10 inches per hour.
Lest assume at 10,560 foot (2 mile) elevation, Noah’s Ark came to rest.
Now we can calculate that there is 393,776, 000 cubic miles of volume
space between where the Ark may have come to rest and today’s current
sea level of “0” feet.
Lest also assume that it rained at a 12 inch per hour rate across the
entire face of the planet, a miracle in itself. But lest assume so. This
rain fall rate would equal 1 foot per hour or 1/5,280th of a mile per hour
rise in water level.
According to writings, it rained for forty dollars and forty nights. That
total in hours for forty days would be 960 hours.
To raise the surface elevation of the water across the planet 10,560 feet
in 960 hours would have require a rainfall rate of 11 feet per hour
across the entire face of the planet, another miracle in itself.
But lest assume the calendar timeframe is not how we see it based on
24 hours a day for a predicted 1 foot rainfall rate to achieve a rise in

elevation of 10,560 feet in a day but would reference a 264 hour day
resulting in a factor of 11.
With extrapolating a factor of 11 we could suppose that 40 days would
be by current calendar 704 days, nearly two current calendar years.
Additionally surmising that it rained an area of 25% of the total
planet’s surface area, two current calendar years would have extended
to nearly 8 years.
In purely speculating, is it possible that humankind did not perish by
drowning but by that of famine? For as the water rose, humanity may
have had time to flee to higher ground but the fields and farms left
behind would have being underwater and not provided the fruits of
nourishment. Death by starvation, the inhumanity!!!
Therefore, as God said he would not flood the Earth again, could we see
that as God will not let his children starve to death?
If so, why are there certain members of the United States
Congress that want to restrict and deny food to the hungry
whereas the government has allowed for feeding the hungry?
Maybe one should not vote for those that vote for hunger in
this coming election.
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